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1. INTRODUCTION 

In thie paper we conetruct a procedure how to get finite, nontrivial 

resulte f~r phyeical quantitiee which within the conventional perturba
tion theory in fixed renormalieation echeme (RS) are given by divergent 
expaneione in appropriate coupling çonetant. 

The method ie baeed on the idea of Stevenson [1'], who showed how the 
renormalieation group (RG) invariance of the theory can - under certain 

circumstances- lead to finite resulte even for highly divergent series. 
~ontrary to him and other authors [2] we, however. do ,not think that 
this invariance, when applied to divergent,seriee, implies a unique sum 

if such a eum can be defined at all. The rolé played by the renormali

sation procedure in the conetruction of nontrivial quantum field theo
ries [3] ehowe definitely that the tenormalieation procedure cannot be 
regarded ae purely perturbative .in nature. It binde intimately together 
all aepecte of the full theory and therefore ite eeparation into "per

turbative" l!nd "nonperturbative" parte ie bound to be ambiguous. 
The paper ie organised as follows. In the next Section the nature of 

the problem is recalled, necessary notatlon introduced a~d the main re
sults of papers [1,2] briefly reviewed. The importance of the RG inva

riance for the attempts to sum pe~turbation expansions is discuesed in 
Section 3, where also the main ingredients of our method are formulated 
and its close connection 'with the Borel summation technique [4] demoh

strated. The implementation of this method by means of hig~er order RG 
parameters is covered in Section 4, followed in Section 5 by the compa
rison of their respective merits. In Section 6 the complications conne

cted with the nonzero value of the coefficient c in eq~(2) below a~e 

sketched and numerical results presented.The relation of our ~esulte to 
conventional perturbation theory in fixed RS iS,clarified and the in
terpretation of the fundamental ambiguity in our procedure outlined in 

Section 7. 

2.THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
 

In renormalised quantum field theory, such as QCD or QED, the physi
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cal quantities are conventionally expressed as perturbative expaneions 

in powers of the renormalised couplant ~ (we adopt notation of [5]). 

Thia couplant depends in the massless case on a set of~imena1onloBB pa
ramaters ci and a s ng Le dimensionfull scale parameter ~, introducedí 

in the process of renormalisation. In the following we discUS6 in data

il the case of masaless QCD with n~ flavours of quarks. 

For physicaI quan t í, ties each ae t, of parameters ~, c defines certaini 
RS (for Green functions additional parameters are needed for a unique 

specification of a given RS). Let ua consider in such a fixed RS per

turbation expansion of some physical Quantlty R, depending for aimpli

city on a single externaI variable Q, in the form 

11 r./J) = a h'La? ;1: Cl..J., I . /t • ( 
~, 4 .(::00 Jt. I e I , (1) 

~here the couPlant.~~~.) obeYB the equation 

dcule, C'''; =" II/::lja-) =- ba .l(1f ('a +r;, a ~ ._ ) . 
d~~r (	 (2) • 

We .concentrate on the case d=1, for genera11cation to d~l see Section 

3.10. In masslesa QCD the coefficienta b,c are f1xed once the number of 

q~ark flavours is given: b=(33-2~)/6, o=(1~3-19~)/(66-4n~). The arbi

trarineas in the choice of the coupl ant, t:t.t-ü,t'I') 10 then a direct con

sequence of the freedom in the choice of ~ and o~ ,1~2. 

Within the class of "fini te" RS (i. e. t.hoae in which alI but finite 

number of c~-s are zero and in fact in any RS 1n which the r.h.B. of 

(2) ia well-defined convergent seriac) the eQuatlon (2) can be integra

ted	 with some consistent boundary condition like [5] 
40' 

d!. .:« P' .ss.: f/.. I ~)
'l: -- b ~ /I - a -I- C' -c« -f-l-CC? + i (r~ (.r) r f(;fCX). dx, (3) 

where B(X)=1+cx+c~x~+c,xJ+..... The dimono1onfull parameter 11 appearing 

in {3) specifies unambiguously which of the eolutions to (2) we have in 

mind. Conventional N-th order perturbation oxpanalon for the quantity R 

is usuqlly defined by truncating (1) and (2) to the same order [6].Thia 

iS t however, a rather arbitrary step. Urom oonceptual point of view it 

would certainly be better to define once and for alI orders of (1) our 

expansion parameter ~/~/~i) taking it from the olaaa of the well~defi

ned "finite" RS and then to inveatlgata the convergence of expansions 

like in (1), which is what we are really interoeted in. Unfortunately, 

there are numerous indications, reanalyeed reoently in [1], that the 

perturbation expansions in such a fixed RS are hlghly divergent. The 

next best choice is to allow for the variation of the RS, but in auch a 

way that the corresponding couplant haa a well-defined limit for N-~QD. 
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There is little sense in complicating the situation by considering the 

expansion (1) in such RS where the expansion parameter itself is ill- 

defined in the limit N-~~ This attitude has originally been sugges

ted in [7] artd we stick to it in this paper too. 

AI though in 'some aenae the parameter ?:: p l ays an exceptional role as 

it is connected with the regularisation procedure, mathematically alI 

the parameters ~,ci are on the same footing. We can for instance wri

te down the analogue of eq.(2), looking this time for the derivative of 

the couplant with respect to c i [5] ~ 

dalf:íC,j ...:~.(a)1C:- 1(Q) J~.t'·f.t ct~=L ~aJ.
 
dt,: -I' t rl6)J~ /<-Úf 'I<
'I o (4) 

The parameters ?:",cl.' can , within their de f í.n í.t í.orr region (1.e. s o Lorig 

aE the couplant stays positive number ) be choaen at will, but the RG 

invariance binds together the behaviour of the coupiant ~ as a func

tion of these variables with ~hat of the coefficients rL [5] 

/lfl't') - r -P1 / t;./'c) -.:. ~ f-!4 C ~;tf~~ )'ek. (5 ) 

where alI the ~. are RS invariants, depending merely on the externaI 

momentum Q. The relations (5) expresa the formal consistency of pertur

bative expansions in various RS, in the sense that the N-th order par

tial sum /li . ~ ~I
l .'I!". c..i~N-.L ) :: ~ ~ 1Z;t'1) a 127{'z') (6)I 1.) './ K-D 

varies by amount proportional to a~' when we change the as, i. e. \ the 

values of z-';c,:, i~,N-Y, Increasing the order N not on Ly are 1'ur'ther 
terma added in (~), but in general also the couplant may change as more 

of the coefficients ci 'enter the game. Exploiting alI the available pa

rameters ci.i~N-1 was essential for the Principal of Minimum Sensitivi

ty (5] to work, but apart from this it has no special justification. We 

shall on the contrarr take the number of ci's used fixed for alI ordera 

and investigate the conaequencee of the RG invariance for each of the

se parameters separately. 

Changing the value of ~ or c . we get by	 means of (5) another seriea . ~ 

correaponding to some other RS. Both the couplant and the coefficienta 

r~ will be different. but ahould the original series be convergent, ao 

would be the new one and moreover they would give the aame reault. Thia 

is the implication of the RG invariance for convergent series. For them 

the choice o~ a particular RS influences the reaulta at each finite or

der, but the relation (5) guarantees that t~e full sum (1) ia indepen

dent of it. There is a number of methods trying to reaolve this ambigu

ity at finite order [5,8,9] each of them assuming that there is indeed 

a unique meaning of the full sum in (1) and that the problem is merely 

a question of how best and fast to approach it. 
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In QCD, howevér, the expànsione in (1) are likely to be divergent i~ 

any fixed RS [1,1]. In such circumstancee, the question of the unique

ness of the perturbation resulte oannot be answered. prior to giving 

these formal expressions some good meaning. In this case the RG invari

ance gives us merely an infinite number of divergent series of the type 

(1), each of them associated with one particular RS, connected by rela

tions (5). These relations express now only the formal consietency - in 

the sense mentioned above - of all these eeries, but do not by itself 

help us in summing them. 

For divergent series we interpret the requirement of RG invariance,be

eide the relations (5), as the condition, for the moment rather vaguely 

defined, that all the RS should be treated on the same footing. In ot

her words, when attempting to sum divergent series like (1) we ehould 

keep in mind that we are dealing not with one particular series, but' 

rather with the whole infinite set of them. Starting from some initial 

Berres in R5 ={~c:}, the RG invariance generatee for us by means of 

(5) the coefficients r~ in any other RS={r,ci} .They, together with the 

new couplant given in (2») define another divergent series, which could 

equally well serve as the initial One. The sum we are 100king for shou

ld not discriminate one RS with respect bo othera. Thia ia the most we 

can get fram RG invariance for divergent seriea. 

In [1] Stevenson suggested a paBBib1e scenaria of how to get finite 

and nantrivial results for the eum af divergent Beries, exploiting the 

abave mentioned RG, restricted in his example to the Bubgroup associa

ted with the change of the variable T:. Within the c1ass af these "ze

ro" echemes he discuesed a tay example af the series

i 0-'1)1.I-! Cl 'ti 
.('-0 (J (7) 

which can be cansidered as (1) in some initial RS .For the above seri

es his PrincipIe of Minimum Sensitivity implies that for each finite 

sum of the firet N terms in (1) the "optimal" value of z: e not coriaí 

tant behaving at large N as ~(N)=ítoN ,~~O.218 and consequently 

AI-f ~. 

"t~ L ~/itÍvVa i"Í'!'(~.v=- / .e-r/f-- %()JaI(, (8) 
J.Noo ~..o v " +.M.

is finite and closely related to the Borel sum of (1). 

This example aemonstrates that we can get a finite result for the li

mi t 1 m R"'( 1:' (N» provided 7: Ls not fixed as N--,>lll but increases to in-í 

~~~ :-) 
finity. ~he aptimisation condition supplies just the right dependence 

~(N) to yield the finite resulto This conclusion has been generalised 
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in [2] to a wider class of series (7) and shown to depend On the assum

tion that the Borel transform of the serias (1) has finite radius of 

convergence rO. To get finite result in the case of series (7) we can, 

however, take anv value X~Xoof the factorX in the relationZ"(N)=XN. 

In [2] the optimised result i.e. t =~ was shown to correspond to the 

maximal possible result of alI the convergent limiting procedures (8). 

This fact was regarded in [2J as a strong argument infavourof conside

ring (8) as a "correct representation" of the perturbative part of the 

physical quantity R(Q). We return to this claim in the next Section. 

3. THE METHüD: 

3.1 General remarks. 

The physical question'we want to have answered is the following:are the 

h~gher order terms in (1) really so overwhelmingly important as indica

ted by the divergence of these expansions in fixed RS, or do they in 

some way compensate each other between different ordere, eo that only a 

few lowest orders are of practical interest? We feel that the mere di

vergence of expansions (1) does not imply the dominance of high orders 

but to answer this question honestly we should from the beginning take 

them seriously. 

Our aim is thue to conetruct a method that takee into account alI or

ders of perturbation expansions, but yields finite results even in the 

case when (1) is divergent in fixed RS. The basic idea has already been 

mentioned in the previoue Section. To make such a method of practical 

use, we furthermore require that it 

ai worke order by order, using conventional calculations in fixed RS 

bl converges for N-~OO in the conventional sense 

cl contains no analytical extrapolationB of any kínd (as thoee employ

ed in Borel summation technique and its variations) 

di respects RG invariance in the Bense mentioned earlier 

3.2. B~sic formulae 

In this Section the results of ref.E1J are derived in a different mann

er, which, contrary to the original derivation in [1], is applicable to 

completely arbi trary coefficients r!, (T) of (1) at some ini tia1 Z"=7:"0

f /(.4 (Z-o)a -ff'(r;IJ) . Cl !: q(Z"o} 
1(...:::> -. / ) o ( 9 ) 

and which makes transparent the close relation of the "sum" of (9) 

to the corresponding Borel sumo For the moment we stay in the zero RS, 

the cas~ of cifO is subject of Sections 4 and 5. We furthermore assume 

c=O in this Section. The technical complications connected with nonzero 
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value of c in realistic QCD are coneiderable, but do not change the e1

tuation in any essential way (see Section 6). Defining now ae the ini

tial RS that corresponding to ~o=O, the RG invariance dictatea the de

pendence of the coefficientB r~ (7:) on 'l: through relation (5) which can 

be recaBt into a form of reccurence differential equations 

d~M.1Z-1 co "'A /r)
e:tz; 'J(-f / 

(lO) 
with solutions (rL('t'=O»=rll'(O» 

~ I	 ._ )/') ~ ~ !l.t.lo} I, )
h Ir) .. ~t:' 1: -{-/~ c ::?: /;0 'l:~ lê/' 

From (10) we first	 form the N-th partial sum 

R-~C) E~'/t;:(r)a''ít)= fI ~~J f! fi) 
(11 ) , ~-o .J;; t: K: L '/

and then using the	 relation [10]
 

N·' (/.
 IN)
f: t)~(~ff 
arrive	 at 

N	 /ot-I )(4,0J IN)
l/~) = I() t: 'f1 (<'-l-I • 

(12) 
We now inveatigate the class of limitting procedurea, defined by epe

cifying the N-dependence of ~ by means of two parametere 

Z'"(N) =X. Nf-3	 (13) 

and obtain	 At-I '" I/} a'J..fff
, ~ , /',f ( IJ N 1- . 

R.(;XIIJ ~ 1~R.ltfívj) ~ 1":00 l ?f~ /1.1 ;)C ~M' (14) 

where the factors ~(N)=N!/«N-~-1)!N~1f) go to unity for fixed~ 
when N--~Q? 

,/	 3.3 The case ~=1 

For ~=1 and provided that the Borel tran8form of the initial series 

(9) at rO=ó hae a nonzero radiu6 of convergence rO,we can aet ~(N)=l 
in (14) and thue get. ao ~ 

/. .I)"'\.;t (~) IJ)<H
~( x, (te'; =1::> &1 tJlf" . (15 ) 

Thia expreseion pointe immediately to the cloee relation of our pro

cedure to the Borel BummattiO; ~ it can equivalently be rewritten ae 

t«t/1=1) = L )t.!=~l A 'd-4 (16) 
O .bo ...e. 

which d1ffersfrom the Borel eum of (9) at ~=O merely by the finite 
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upper integration bound ( at Z-°=O, a(1:;=t:V and thus the weight facto r 

exp( -u/~) equa Le uni ty). The intimate connection of (15) wi th the 

Borel eum. so immecliate above ie in the.case of gen~ral r~ far from 

obvioUB if one follow& the derivation in [1,2]. We strese that the 

factor	 multiplying r~(O) in (15) is a nontrivial limit of the eum of 

contributions coming from increasing number of terms r~(Z1N»C)k~~~!J 
a6 N and coneequently ~(N) go to infinity. 

The series (15) provides therefore well-defined repreeentation of 
OR( ~, /!J =1) for l/X <. rO. For 1/~ bevond r ( 15) Ls of no direct use , 

but in certain cases (14) can atill converge if we carefully take in

to account the factors ~~(N). Thie had been demonstrated in [2] for 

the toy example r"",(O)=(-lfk!, where rO=l, but (l4) conve rae s up to 

1/~~ ~3.55. A word of caution ie, however. in order here. Although in 

the above example we can go be~ond rO , this poesibility ie of little 

practical uee. We obtained finite limit (14) hecause we knew exactly 

alI the coefficients r~. In practice we can derive the aeymptotic 

behaviour of r ae k-....,m and calculate exp11c1tly a few of the 10

weet onea. Thie would be eufficient t~ determine rO but would not a

llow us to go beyond it. There the eventual finite limit of (14) ie a 

coneequence of eubtle cancellatione between large numberB of oppoeite 

signB, wh1ch neceeeitate exact knowledge of âll r~ . Were such an in

formatión available. as in the toy example of [1.2J. we could evalua

te R( 1-- , (3 =1) beyond rO a Lso through ana Lv tíca I continuation from the 

region l/X~ rO. Both proce~ureB require exactly the same kind of in

formation. but the latter allowe UB to calculate R( ~,;!>=1) even fur

t.he r , up to l/X = Q:) where we recover the Borel sum (if i t ex í.e t.e ) l 

The t po í.n t %=1'0 p Lava no exceptional role. contrary to claims in [2]. 

3.4 General (!J
 
If the original eeries. given by r~(O), hae rO> O. the formula (14)
 

with. ~=1 gives nontrivial, finite result (15). What happens if we
 

take;':;/1? To find out, we rewr;H,e (14), setting ~.(N)=1 ~
 
I fNI-4-r;r, .r 

f((J,./J =.,8iq f 7.1 

~(o) AfttG . (l7) 
I A/"'iIO () ~,~ .et 

For I!J ') 1 and N--)&'liO the upper integration bound (N ~t1)/X soee to zero 

and as the integrand ia finite within the nonzero rO>f]. the limit 

hecessarl1y vaniBhes. For f5~ 1 we have two p06sibilitiee: 

a/ the 6eriee (15) hae finite rO>O. Then the upper integration limit 

goee to	 infinHy c roas í.ng eventually r o and caue í ng divergence 

of (17). The e ame happens if rO=W but l1mR(;t.'&=l)=s:t>. 
1("'0 I 
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bl rO=Q? and li..Jc( ", ,1..=l)I<w as for instance for the series of the-t it..o f'-' . 
type (-1)~ (qk~)!' wi th 'q-< 1. For such series the difference 

:.J.NI-IJ 
1-	 6t> ~ 

fo} - J ~ ,..re I I E .A:elo)"tI ~tt.
-4- .RI ~ Cf4 - ~1L I/.J 

O -l=/V. .!..N.?~:..-:O -c .
 
of (17) and the Borel sum behav~e 'in t he 11mi t N-->á) as follows.
 

The second term evidently vanishes and the first one approaches the
 

serias
 
• ~f '. (D '- (.. f~t3 7 ~f-II 'f: ,...,.-rr ~,.. 1:", (-1}tffL ~t.) -f'"N ij .L";' ~ =J : . 

This vanishes in the 11mit N-~OO for~;> q and for ($ =q. z ~ 1 and os


cillates with lncreasing amplitude for ;.3~q and ~=q'Z>l. Thus we get
 

in the limit N-iQ:) the Borel sum if q <f~l as well as for f!'::q,Z<l.
 

For ;J <. q or 13 =q, Z >1 the aequence RH
( X,.~) diverges. The Borel sum
 

Ls obtained a Lao for (3=1 in the 11mi t t -? O.
 

3.5 Condi tions for fini t~, nontrlvial 11mit o f RN( 7-'(3) 
The above di~cussion suggests a somewhat special role of ;3=1 and the 
importance of the finite rO. For series with ro=o,;3=l does not yield 

fini te result e . But could we not choose (3 >1 in this case and still 

get what we want:' fini te, nontrivial limi t of the sequence R'"(~ '(J )? 

Unfortunately, we cannot •. To investigate convergence properties of 

this sequence we first write down the expression for the difference 
N Af fAR" !R ( "C(N»-R - ('Z:"(N-1» using QAI =r"'_t (T(N»aN ( Z7(N))' 

"10-1.	 . 

. À 1../f= a>N" L.~ít:"wJ) -'i(~-9)lC{,'-ITtw;+ T/;/l:fNJ)lzkÍtf;qJ)-a ~iw-,ylc 18 ) 
bc	 1=0 

The	 second and thlrd terms in (18) can be reduced by means of (2) and 
(10) so that we obtain in the limi~ N-?GP 

~!t' Q: tP,y -~-f -f (I-f!} (IN • 

We shall d í acuae 'two distinct possibilities for the eequence R'" to 
converge to a fini~e limit: 

il	 QN i6 a smoot~ function of N and does not change sign with N ( in 

the aeymptotic region N~~go). Then (18) approxlmates well the de

rivative dR
N 

IdN and the finite limit requires this derivative to 
van í ah for N-.,.Q:> faster than l/N. Foi power behav'iour QN~ NJ': i t 

impliee i> 1, except in the case ;3=1, when it 'Buffices r>O.This 
fact shall be crucial in the following. 

11/	 Q~ does change sign with N-~CD. Then the criterion with the de

rivative cannot be uaed , but f> O is still sufficient, becauee 

now the successlv~ terms conspire in 8uch a manner that finite 1i

8 

N	 ~ l·mit lim R (~(N» results, as exemplified by the series~ (-1)/k«
N~~	 ~~ 

which has the fini te limit as N-~Q? for any O(. >0. 

To determine when we get nontrivial resulte we calculate the deriva

tive clll"~~IJ) _ dr:(~ i!	 Alo)t:)::: XNt? . 
d (1(1- - d(I/)'. K-:J 1: I<. AI ~ 

For finite limit of RJI ( X, (3 ), depending nontrivially on X. ' Q/II muet 
not change sign and must behave as l/N for N-~. Then, however, only 

;2=1 ie acceptable. So only (2)=1 can lead to finite result depending 

nont r I vially on ~ . 
For e~ries with rO=O,j3>l is clearly necessary to guarantee finite 

reeults.These, however, can not depend onX and must in fact be equal 

to zero as RN 
( x: =t:t> ,(3 )=0 for each N and R( '1-"f) is continuous func

tion at llX =0. For ~ > 1 we therefore get either zero} CO or oscil 
lating behaviour of RN as N-->OO . 

Summarising, we see that ~=1 is the largest value Ofj9 ,leading to 

finite, nontrivial results for R tZ ,(3). For j3 >1 only zero,oo, or 
-í08cillating behaviour of R N e poae í.b Le , while for f3 < 1 either 00,05

cl11ating behaviour or finite,,X'-independent resulto equal to the Bo

reI sum comes out. 

3.6 The case of general ~o 

The derivation of our basie result i.e. the formula (15) i8 extremely 
simple due to the choice z-O=O. lf the initial Z-0,;> O, we can , however, 

proceed quite analogously with only minor modificationB. Defining no~ 

;t' = 'f: +-z;-o so that a.(1: )=11 Ct""7' Z-0) and repeat .1ng alI previous s tepe 

'eetting this time t: = ~N we get 

R.(~t!=J. 7:' =&ÍM f'.l'~(,o),i1./íhrJ ==~~~(~ryJ (19) 
I	 I It/-I'- .,e.:.o ....... .t~
 

where 
~ ." ~-~))/tIIJ.)

~ ih Z'j ~.A~?t7,x,'l!j=84 ~~.2 te: alF)j (.lJ (20)
~""t» N.!/OO)' L 

obey 

d~~z-"/ =-(PN)~(~d. 
(21) 

Evaluating	 exp1io1t1y .~:: (l-exp( - ?:~;l. ) ) /t:0 from (20) we find 

ufa )~(-I.:t!
.:4(~/t~) = .e? tjJ c( e-» · . 

where zo(Y)=(1-exp(-y»/y and v> 1:'1;1. ObvLous Ly , 4 (t ,'Co) reduces 
to (l/'!-).(HI(..l+l)! for fixed ~ and l:.{)-~fÍ as well as forZ'"°fi 

xed and.,t --ta;>. For z:O>O and ~:-~O (i. e. y-.,(Q on Ly the first term in 

zo(Y) contribute,s and we get ~(0,z;P)-7(1/~llf_aD.f~1)recovering, as 
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we must, the original series (~) in fixed RS={ ~}. The shape of the 

functions ~ ( '1- ,~) .for ~=0,1 and a typical value t7c, =0. t Ls displayed 
in the Fi.gure.If(15),corresponding to z:o=O,has ,ro ~O, then series(f!) 
4f , 

~tM 

41. V • , 

---t·o 
____ 

--

41 41' 41 44' IV 46 4'7 

We now come to the important point of the potential dependence of 

our resulté (19) on Zo. We' began Section 3 with the rather ~loosely 

formulated requirement that our procedure must respect RG invariance. 

We can now be more specific: our results (19) must not depend 'on the 

choice of the initial RS, specified in this case by ~o! That this ie 

indeed the case can be verified quite straightforwardly by differen
tiating (19) with respect to tO. 'employing, in the process (21) and 

the fact that according to (10) drA(~)/d?:() =kr lC:./ (~): We proceed in 
fact very much in the same way as in the conventional framework where 

the knos Ledge of (lO) and (2) leads to .t.he formal í.ndependence of (9) 

of e", For 1/1. <: rO our expansions are, on t.he other hand , conver
gent, seriea so that ali mathematical operations with them make good 

sense and the resul ts;' i. e. (19), at'e rea11; independent of z:O ! 

/ 

3.7 The influence of higher RG parameters 

So far we have varied ~ with N according to (13) but stayed in the 

zero schemea, where all ci=O. Allowing these parametera to aaaume ar

bitrary, but flxed values çomplicates the 'derivatlon, but do~sn't in

fluence the final result (19). Taking into account merely cL,eq. (10) 

is replaced by I 

d k~ (r;r.l. ), ) / ~ ,) 1- .I. } 
- :;' ~-i.(Zí~ -( ·-.l;~~tl4(ti~ (22) 

and 81so the couplant has a bit more complicated form. Nevertheless. 

aa we shall demonstrate in Section 4.3 the final reeult for R(J.l> 

ia independent of ~. The same holds for a11 ci" i l 2. 
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_. -33 __	 will have the same radius of conver

g erice . The reason is that for fixed X 
and ,?:C\he behaviour of.Z} (;t ,?!,> as 

a function of,A! is given by the ex-

Presáion . 

r-- /.I)t~ (-r}
~(h~) /':'(;0(1- afl}!~' ~J 

Call	 w.hich is an immedi-ate conaequence of 

('21) and the analyticity of the fun

tion ,zo{Y)' guaranteeing the Taylor

t 'expans ion around "t =O. 
• A , • ~ . (J 

3.8 Application to convez-gerrt series. 00 J. /., 
Let us take 'Zf'=0 and consider simple convergent series Z. (-1) 'T. ~!, 

k·~ 

which	 sums to '7 e xp ( - 4'.o) and thus for c:l~--..,()() (Le. for Z"-=O) yieldao 
conventional result equal to zero.From (14-15) we get for this series 

aoI!)lt..tf IL l.t}. R() .i;-fRfJ,t!>=.L)-=f (X ,I,!!Í<fl)( =-fj ~{1; J ~/Jc(~ O 

which vanishes for ,x=0 (and Z =a:J as anv series (15) with rO > O).1\ 
This	 is an example of a general situation: conventional results areJ for convergent ae r í.ee recovered only for p.(, 1 or for 13 =1, but X-~ O. 

t 
j For ~=1 and Xlo the procedure embodied in (14-15) ls therefore not 

regular. For divergent series there is no reason to reject these va~ 

l tieS ,and a11 pairs X 'f> yielding finite r-eeuLts are in pr-Lnc Lp Lé 
j[equaLly acceptable. . 

The fact thát our procedure ia not regular for the values of ~ .~ 

which are required to get finite results in the case of divergent se

ries is nothing abaurd, but iridicates that it makes little sense to 

try to spli t d í.ve r'gerrt series into "conve rgerrt " and "divergent" parts 

Addlng th~ conventional eum of a convergent series to a divergent one 

"summed" bv means of (15) differs from the result of applying (l5) to 

the formal sum of theae aeriea. Siml1arlY for other operations. 

:3.9 The case of nonoscillatig series 

Traditionally the oscillating character of the divergent series has 

been considered vital for obtaining finite generaliáed sums. For in

stance the aeries with coefficienta r~O)=k! has in the conventional 

sense an impróper limit ~ for any tlo ' Not so according to (15). The 

basic reason for this unexpected sltuation is again the fact that we 

deal not with one particular aerie~ of the mentioned type, but rather 

with the whole inflnite ~et of them. The formula (15) yields finite 

r e s ults - R( J. ,1. )=..,;ln(1-1/% ) - even in the mentioned case . 
Contrary to the oacillating series we oannot. however, go beyondI 

the point 1/% =1 (our r~sult becomes complex and thus loos~s physical 

sense there). For 1/~< 1. on th~ other hand, our rêsult -ln(l-l/X ) 
is no lesa aensible than the one for the oscillating series (7) i.e. 

ln(l+l/% ). The point 1/% =1 correaponds to the conventional resulto 

l 
3.10 Generalisation to the case d/i 

For dl1 the invariants~. appearing in (5) acquire simple dependence 

on d [5J. lf d is a natural number (1) can be rewritten as 

J} oa 'fd ~  -1'11

L. /rtt(r)a	 (r) -= L. ~"I't')a IZ-), 
",aO	 

(23)..t-1:' 
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where r (~ )=r .. -I -J (~). We can then apply (15) and get 
ltI. "f(~ --.... o., ~ . .-J 

" ~(o) /i)-:re:oc.
1).(,,/1> =:1.) -= t:o "?lfdJ/ (íK -	 (24) 

We stress	 that for us (23) is a definition of the formal expression 

(1) as our procedure does not commute with multiplica~ion of the se

ries. Should we first apply (15) to (1) with d=l and then multiply 
d~	 ,

the result with 11m Cl. ('t'(N) )=0 we would get zero instead of (24). 
1.1.., DO 

4. The method : c~ 

4.1 Basic formulae 

In this Section we show that beside ~ also any other RG paramete~ci 

can serve to define a procedure similar to that of the previous Sec

tion. We describe in some detail the modifications connec~ed with the 

UBe of cJZ.' For c1. <:. O the couplant a (-z;-, C ) e defined as a solution
1. 

í 

of the equation ( assuming 8S above c=O) 

'C-= -l... .,.. ~~/-l(;~(, 
a LI. .t..l}c< r~	 (25) 

where L1=2~. The introd~ction of c~ complicates the dependence of 

the couplant a (1::, c.z) on 7: but as we ehaLl hold ?::' fixed and vary c ... 

we assume for the moment 7:'=0 and only later in Section 4.3 do show 

that the results are in fact independent of this assumption. 

For 'Z:"" =0 the solution of (25) s again simple : Cl- (O, c.. ) = Df/ I -c.l.'í 

where oG~0.84 ie the solution of the equation 

l-- - 1 /4/1+-0( 1=0 .	 (~,)
DL.2 (-Dl.	 .3 

For 7;' =0 we	 also have s í mpLv : d 'i,(O,cL)/d<i =:h .... )t where ~ =1/2",~Jt7(O,c
In [1,2] the asymptotic freedom of QCD has been regarded as crucial 

property for the construction of the finite limit as N-~QD . From the 

point of view of mathematics involved, the only essential condition 

for the procedure to work is, however, that as N-~~ the couplant va

nishes suffi'ciently fast. In the case of c~ the same BLtuation arises 

if we send c~-~-oo. In the following all the steps of the preceding 

Section will be straightforwardly reformulated for c~. 

The RG invariance with respect to C determine6 the dependence ofs 
the coefficients r",(c,t.)=r,.,,('C=O,c,L) on c through the relationaL 

d1:!r,J -::: -(l.-I)~ Aí~.L (~) 
(27) 

analogous	 to (10). They iave the solutions 

Ir ' ( t.) =: ~ (l '- J.~I (:i/l.("tI lo; (ít:/.f.') '-;. 
/-UH.( J.~ l'.z.i}'1 .1/ ~;f
 

~o lO p" ~ ~
 

Ã~4. (('.t,) ..: L ~J. oI).'! 1ft. (~J (1(",11,;'-;'
)~O (,,[,;-1)1./ (- -J)! z. 'J , 

where (2k-1)! !=(2k-1)(2k-3) ... 1=2~[1(k+1/2)/nr. Forming the N-th par

tial sum , separately for odd and even ordera, we get (~ .. lh'l- 1) 
: N	 M 4"'/,., fo) fi;,1' ') , 

R,tr/A (t~) =~'O Pd?s )p,' {)r1 

/l. 41 ft. _i JtZi(D} f7(isf1 1;) _ 
et-<ell ~) - )so (1.;eJt;j+~ rrli ~)r)1-;)! 

l~ closely reminiscent of (12). ASBuming nowI: 
~(M) ;,r'-X~M);.J 

(28) 

we obtain 
, I"f A:	 14 I 1(; .1::A.j.l/,..< 

/(J.! (7") =2.. 1;11 0/ 5.. -I '11.t oC. (íM)
'1 1J1hXa l&f:J Ç-t 1)! ff ~ -; (29) 

, \ I"f	 ' 
f}AI fi'.) -" .fr;i(o) f.EL -'-- .ttT1PIf (30) 

1(#U1lt ~!/ -ta f1r;.f~) (11 ,,#& M .), o(;.(M), 
where O$'(M) are the same as in (14). Combining (29~30) we arrive at 

Iv'. ». c:[f fté,/f()) 1lX'.1. & ~~)H1ft /J) "Ia.A:w 12. (xA) = ~4It. 4- r/,4/.-I-f) (Íj .,#Z P1 ~ rxC~{M) 
I N-ICD r-o N-NJO;-o ( • ..t V, A (l , 

which for ..1 =1 yields flnalIy. 
,- aD	 . 1 

1J/. ' ) _ L. '" Yt,t fo } /P. y.:;
K.l~(J=.L - ;:"0 r/;Pt1)(tlr/ (31) 

provided the r. h" 6. of i} converges. The only essentia! difference of 

(31) from (15)"lies in the presence of mere r«j+1)/2+1) compared to 

~(j+2) ther~. The above def~ned procedure based on the use of c and
1 

embodied in	 (31) isaga1n closely( aithough not as much a6 for z- i 
related to "the generalieed Borel sum of the eeries ~ '::i. ~ j,.,.., 

00 00 ;f. It.~ 

F(xJ s le-~(t~)4t j s (,y) = lo /fJ~1(+1)H)x~rf 
(32) 

for 1/::1/2. Due to lower value of LI the u6e of cL ie less 
powerful and leads to finite results only for series behaving at most 

lik~ (k/2)!. For such series, however, both ~and c ~rocedureB
4-based 

are lequally good, although thêy lead in general, to different resulte. 

As far as the conditions for finite, nontrivial results of the 1i

miting procedure specified by (28) are conce r ned the si tuation turns 

out to be the e ame as for 1:': f3 =1 s t.he on l v v a l ue.va Ll ou í ng nontri í 

v La I , 1, -dependent resulta for R(~ '(1) The arsument.e paraI Le l clo

sely those of Section 3.4 and we sh~ll ~ct repeat th~m here. 

'I
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4.2 The independence of R("t., 1 ) of the fixed Z"
 
For technical reaeon~ we took at the beginning of this Section ~=O.
 

To prove that the resulte (31) do not in fact depend on the value of
 

fixed ~ , we first calculate the derivative 

i l 
d R. "'IX1f;>t:) ~ ~ ~/z;r:.(,yj,J'a Ifiz;t;.~1). 

1<20 'fi !I 
Using (2) and (22) this can be written as 

-/Na)~ - (r;~~[Na ~ ffi-,p~-I f {;-.t.j2f4-.f] . 
L 2. _ 1-1i 

For 'l"=0 and c,L negative we have -c.l. q =d ,Nti =(01 I&)N and thus 

a12."'(Zr/!/C)/ ~ -~N(~~ti1t(i-Sc;(Z}' (33) 
dt:" (Z-=o !oJ.-UJO ''Jé /

IfJ =1 then QN mu'st behave as 1/N to yield fini te) X-dependent re-
N -~ au Lts and 80 in this case dR (O, c

lo 
) Idt"""N as N--)Q:) . Repeating the 

above procedure to calculate second and higher derivativea we find 

that they vanish even faster than (33). As ali the derivatives dRNldr 

at ~=O vanish in the limit N-~oo and the functions R (O,cL(N» have 

finite limit too, R(t .~.f)=li:R;( 'J. ,7: ,(3 =1) must be independent ofT. 

Similar steps can be taken 10 prove the àlaim made in Section 3.7. 

In thia case the rolES of -Z:-and c are reveraed and we muat use (4) in-
L 

atead of (2) and (27) instead of (lO). At c,2.=O) d~(t"'C.l.)/dC.l.=a...3
 
dr'r:rC.J/d~L=-(k-1)r,,_t. and thus
 

c::Il."'('litV), tz,)L ----f Na.(O~ f0J-1)a~N-f
 
dt'z. ~ ..o "J"co (34)


f-I.'!.
which behaves for N-~ as (2/;t.t. )QN N 1-. For fini te limit we need 

again t1=1, ~~l/N or (3/1, 'Q~1/Nr ,r>l. In both casea (34) vaniahee 

as N-~OD. Higher derivatives are again vaniahing even faeter than 

(34) and therefore the limit1ng R( %'f) ie ind'ependent of fixed c!.. 

4.3 The caae of gene~al c;
 

Inetead of (28), which meana we take for the initial R$ that epecifi- "
 

ed Py ~=O,c;=O, we can build our procedure starting from general c::
 

cL(M)=-2XM + cJ.° =-2,xM(1-y/l'fJ/where y=cJ,°/2X' Inetead of (31) we get
 
Q:> ~ 

1J.(""~etJ = lo ~(~AJ) ~ (~~ ..) (35) 

which is analogous to (19) and where ~J( (~ ,~) obey the relations 

ct4(;!,fz.IJ)= ca.»> (w ~t» 
et (', o J 'j kt.t. A, I J. / 

fl 
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---... 
and are therefore ~i ven through Z'" (y) =(r'2XI'" ) ~ ,z., (y) =(2 XIo(t)~ ~ 

9" r: p) L-.-r.e: ,.1'1-'. Jl(9"Á .o 
.z:;.tNt1 l'X-, ~ /:: Ir~j o(~/ :;~;/) I ;' J z ~ 
~ ;

. ! -::z í,y A#) .t. í ot. 'f'lfdrf.2:(-,)
rX..JI. (h{~ J =rrJIJ.)(ij..~-y d '):.~ . 

The functions zo(y), zi(Y) have qualitatively the same behaviour as 

the function zo(Y) in Section 3.6 (with the aubatitution y-~-y, cor

responding ~ the fact th~f while tO;> O, c;,..(~. For X -.,0, (y-~ -GD) we 

aga í.n have 4 (~<J,)!. )-~a (c/). 

5. GENERALISATIONS AND COMPARISON OF ~ AND ci 

,The procedure described in detail for ~ and cLcan straightforwardly 

be generaliaed to any RG parameter ci . Technical complicationa ra

pidly increaee, but one featur~ of the resQlts persista: the higher 

the value of i~ the leaa powerful the procedure baaed on the corres

ponding ci So from both principal and practical pointB of view it 

lis crucial to know the aaymptotic behaviour of the coefficienta r • .

Although there are argumenta [11], indicating that in QCD perturba

tion expanaiona, when conaidered in fixed RS, are asymptotically fac

torially divergent and even of conetant sign, they may conta in flawa 

[1] to be taken at the face value. Nevertheless, '~s atreaaed earlier, 

our procedure , when ~ ia em,ployed, works even for thie aituation. 

From all the aingularitiea diecuaaed in (6] those aaaociated with in

frared renormalone are moat likely to find their reflection also in 

our perturbation expansiona. FortunatelY, these singularitiea would 

lie in the 1/% plane far from th~ origin, the firat pole being ex

pected [6] at l/X =30 and therefore ahould not thwart our procedure. 

In previoue Sectione we demoatrated close connection of our formu

lae and the reeulta of generaliaed Borel aummation techniquee. Speci

fically we eaw that the use of r correaponds to V=l in (32) while 

cL ia eimilar in effect to )1=1/2 and generally ci to '!=1/i. But 

what about Y) 1? From the point of view of mathematics all c'L' sare 

equally good, ao could we not define a procedure, analogoua to those 

of previous SectionB, which would correspond to Y>l ? We can but it 
I 

auffera a serioue drawback .. i 
I The whole philosophy of [1] and our paper is based on RG invariance. 

! It ie thie invariance which generates for us from perturbation expan

i\ aione in one particular RS an 

ted with other RS. And it waa.!
,I 
, 
I 

infinite aet of other aeries, aaeocia

preciaely the existence of theae eeriea 
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which en~bled U6 to constru9t our procedure. Without them we would be 

left with only the "initial" ae r í.e s , such as in (7) and the Borel sum 

would probably saem as the only plausible resulto 

For serias with rO=O, the formula ,(15) defines another divergent 

series, the degree of divergence of which is lowered by' a facto r k!, 

compared with that of the original series, One might then be tempted 

to repeat the whole procedure this time starting with (15), In such a 

way we could handle series up to (k!'). Repeating it V-times, series 

up to (k!)v would lead to fi~ite results, which, moreover, would be 

closely related to the generalised Borel sums [32] for v>l. 

Although formally conceivable, this second and further steps lack 

the fundamental ingredient, namely some analogue of the RG invariance 

which indeed provides the only justification for the whole construc

tion in Sections 3,4. 

6. THE EFFECTS OF elO 
In the previous Sections we have assumed) for technical reason~ c=O, 

altho~gh in realistic QCD the va~ue of b=1.5-2 i~ nonnegligible. The 

complications due to c=O would, however, otherwise obscure the essen

ce of the exposition.ln this Section we indicate the main steps in 

the derivation of the generalisation of formula (19) to the case ciO. 

Besides the obvious and harmless dependence of the coefficients r. on 

c, the only change therein lies in the fact that now also the functi 

ons ~..t'( X ' Z-0 ,c) do depend on ft. Their calculation h ad- been done nu

mericaliy and the resulta for ~=O and 1, ~=0.1 and c=1.8 isdisplayàd 

in the Figure, together with the curve corresponding to c=O. Clearly, 

the effect of ciO is nonnegligible, but the shapes rema in qualitati 

vely the same as for c=O. Specifically it still halds that 

a/ ~(;t, t",c)-H1/(".e+1)!)(1/X f11 f o r qo'c fixed and 1/~ -.,.0 

b/ ~ (X ,1:",c) ~Clo-l-Jf for Cio ,c fixed and /C --t O. 

The essential steps in the construction of our procedure for the ca

se of the ~-vartable (i.e. ci=0,i~2) are the same as in Section 3. 

1/ We start ih some initial RS specified by ~ or equivalently the 

correspondiilg couplant ao as g i ven in (3). We define 'Z: wi th respect 

to this TO as 1:= 7:- 1:0
. The couplant e:ttz::J= a (if'" ,~, c) is then given 

a s a solution of the equation ~ ] 
. - -1 ~ . /) a, (1f (?ao 7z: -=; - - --l-, .,. oA?t< )'a.. 0<> a o ( l~a (36) 

Note that for given at!J, 7? the couplant is an aria Lvt Lca L function of 

c in the neighbourhood of c=O. In the course of the derivation we use 
I. 

for instance, the fact that dQ./dc=- a ln( a/C/f:') at c=O. The equation 

(36) is for cIo transcendental and so its solution must be found by
 

numerical methods.
 

2/ The coefficients r are now determined by a generalisation of (10)
 

etrJ<. (7:jC) .L J" /.-.) /"1 I~J h' j',-.) 
. A;P = 7( /(1-, tZiC,I + C( I{- Y/';t'.2,/ "l C/ (37) 

which suggest the general form of its solution 
-1l I<-t. 

fi'1< ff;C) ~ 2. 7: ~L. (!~'r;-~';~) oé. fkt t;J}, (38) 
.(=0 1.30 . r 

.1 where the cgefficients ~ (k,l,j) obey ,as the consequence of (37),
i the reccurence relations ( ~ (k,l,-l)=O) 

Ct+i)ol.fl,ttlt J)~ I.,tXJI- ~1;)'1-1),<, (I.-~'~L:'1) j ()~J'~ I.-t-f (39) 

with the boundary condition d. (k, O, j) = ~;:.
 
3/ Combining now (36) with (38)and assuming 1;(N)=/CN we have
 

If..I I{H. Q:)

R(X/~=J.)=&Ú4L /llfli.J~a 7ff~~o/=LA':~)-7(?;:2"~eJ (40)
11...110 .tJlO f~o:R ~ 'I I /" 

where 

~ ~ l' rt (ri N-f·f ~:/1-k. 'fi4 (1-;7;0r):::uÍII ~'ffw) 7:0 r)/~ r~ t:;~ ~;) L r:sj2.(FakJ)d~ '~t-j/, j).(H)
/ ".~ I l/'I e/>:', "1.'r>'....... (/'>&<J K.. lJtl
 

4/ To prove that the above limitas N-"Q? does indeed exiát Ls com

plicated bv the nontrivial and implici t dependence of z: t:l. ( 'l:"'( N» on 

N and &la, ( for o e O we had simply t ai 'Z:""(N) )=1/( 1+ 1/( O"Z'"(N» ). One 

way how to proceed is to expand ~~ around c=O and then to investiga

te the limit of each term in the. Taylor expansion separately.The pro

blem bbils down to the proof that for fixed~ alI the derivatives 
," J_N -,

d ~ /dc'r,.o' i= 1,2, .. " have finite limits as N-;)W . \
 

5/ In the simplest cáse i=l we first prove by explicit evaluation of
 

(41) that the limit lim d~cAl/dc=d.?c/dc at c=O does exist and is a 

differentiable function of ~o. Then we derive recurrence relations 

~o @1t{/t:ct :::-feff)T~.l~r:t/:)1 - e: ':;l (~?;~f~AZ:('4 
, =ia Z '(":10 ""PH 

They prove that also the de r í va t Lve e' of higher Z.,.e· do exist at c=O. 

Moreover, these relations can be used to show that the total deriva

tives with respect to c (taking n t o account a Leo the dependence ofa..í 

on c as siven in (3"» do obey ,at c=O, reccurence relations 

~ d~/l:";t}t~=-i-l1)1c[~#1~Z;~)T(I~0~i:o 
They Buggest the following relation at general c : 

cI ~(&?!jçJ = -(f-l1)v'tt f" r;(3)+ CO ~'(XI "ÍCJ) (42) 

which for c=O reduceB to (21). It is easy to show that (42) is exac
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tly what. ia needed to prove that the full sum
 

~~also in the case ciO!
 
61 To close the construction we should repeat,
 

fications, step 5 for alI higher derivatives.
 

tedious and will be ómitted here.
 

(40) is independent of 

with appropriate modi

This can be done but ia 

7. INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATIONS - AN OUTLINE 

In the previous Sections we have described an algorithm, showing how 

a judicious use of the RG invariance can lead to finite, nontrivial 

results for series diversent when considered in fixed RS.Th~se resul

te can, for the ~variableJ be written in two alternative ways 

1.()'.,{1:ai)= t~ :t'JlA;f'!f4J)a7r:{A/J) = i:. AjIl"V~(.liZ:e), 
1 N-Ico (-o .t'-o "'" (43) 

where "2:"(N)= ZOO+J=N. Provided the coefficients r~ diverge at most li 

ke k!this series has nonzero radius of convergence rO, inside which 

R( 't ' -f ) can be approached order by order by making use in (43) of 

conventional perturbation calculations which supply the coefficients 

rA (~o). To a finite, order ·the sum (43) depends, besidesX ' also on 

the choice of t~, ex~ctly in the same way as in conventional approach 

which ,a6 we know, corresponde to ~=O. We face now three questions. 

The first concerns the meaning of the ~ -dependence in eq.(43). We 

consider it a manifestation of the inherent amblguity in the separa

tiorí of the full theory into its "perturbative" and"nonperturbative" 

parts.Accoding to our understanding thi~ ambiguity oannot be resol

ved wi thin the. pe r-t.u rbalí.on theory i t.ae l.f-. In the forthcoming pape r 

[12] we shall gi-ve a number of arguments in favor of this conjecture 

employlng, amdhg other facts, the triviality of the full .:t y:>~'theOry 
and draw analogy between the ro le of our parameter;:t and 11 f r om (3). 

Secondly, if the perturbation theory should have any predictive po

wer, then there must be a unique value of ~ - to be determined to

gether with 11 from comparison with data - deecribing with reaaonable 

accuracy alI the physical quantities of "perturbative" nature. Thia 

last notion is, howeverJonly very looaely defined concept without gi 

ving first the formal expressions (1) s?me good mathematical and phy

sical sense, which is just what. we are trying to do. Even without fi 

xing ~he value of ~ we can use our formula (43) to derive mathemati

cally well-defined, X-independent relations between any pair of phy

sical quantities R1,RL 

~ ~ 1.1. ÍJ )1.-+1f(" = ~ IV"i.. ('12/. '	 ( 44 ) A-o 
where the coefficients v~'" (RS invariants, formed from j~k ) arertl , 

different from those we would obtain by formal manipulations with (1). 
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We consider relations like. (44) as basic results of perturbation the

ory. Also thie point i6 thoroughly covered in [12]. 

Third, in practical situations (43) must always be truncated to low 

order and therefore we must a160 choose carefully, a6 in conventional 

framework, the "optimal" 1:0. Recall ·that the coefficients r~ 

1 • /t~/t)=aJt~/1:-t) ;::: ~ 1-)'+-!/f01JIJ.~ .. ~1J,(.1t=cJ 
are in fact .functions of the difference 'Z:"'-t, t=bln(Q/1\ ), and the 

last term above is" ánd thus also Q-independent. For fixed k and Q 

going to infinity the first term dominates and requires ~ =~Q, ';;t '=1. 

to avoid the' large logarithms. This is what is done in the conventio

nal framework, where the only problem seem6 to be the question what 

exactly ~ shou Ld be , However, i t í e aIso the ..constant" terms r...V«"~) 

~sually neglected,which are factorially divergent! It is these terms, 

w~ich then require the intro~uction of nonzero ~ in the relation (13). 

By chooe Lng Z;O =bln(Q/A )., as uaua Lly , and assuming X'> O, we there

fore do not .in the least violate the spirit of the RG improved per

turbation theory, but me~elY take into account als6 the presence of 

the co~stant ~erms, which are usually di6regárded due to their small 

values for ka1. If tO Ls yery big, due to big Q, and X modest I i t 

t akes a large N before 2='"(N) differs in any significant way from TO .	 ~'~ff
and thus for small N the sum IIaf) r.t.( 't""( N) )a (t:(N) ) shall be prac

tically the same as in fixed RS={~}. 
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c6YPAttK 4. , X Hila ti . p-87-325 
0 CMWcne p~oa TeOPM" a03M~eHHM a KaaHTOaOM T60pHH non~ 

TeopH~ aoaM~eHMM a KTn nepeonpeAenReTcA TaKHM o6paaoM, KOTOpwM noaaonR
eT ee npHMeHeHMe A~e a cny~ae, KOrAa PRAW TeOpMM aoaM~eHMM a $HKCMp08aH
HOA CXeMe nepeHOpMHp080K paCXOARTCR. PeaynbTaTW 8Wpa.aQTC~ 8 8HAe CXOAR~MX
ca /nPM onpeAeneHHWX ycn08HRX/ PRA08 8 CTeneHAX C8o60AHOro napaMeTpa X , 
xapaKTepH3y~ero Mcnonb308aHHy~ KOHCTPYK~M~. flPM80~TCR apryMeHTW 8 nonb3Y 
Toro, ~TO 3Ta HeQAH03Ha~HoCTb C8~3aHa C HeOAH03Ha~HOCTb~ pac~enneHHR nonHOM 
TeOpMM Ha ee nepTyp6aTH8HWe M HenepTyp6aTH8HWe ~aCTH. 00Ka3aHa TecHaR C8A3b 
nony~eHHWX pe3ynbTaT08 C npo~eAypOM CyMMa~MH no 6openD H onpeAeneHO HX 
OTHOWeHHe K PRAaM o6W~HoM TeOpMH 803M~HHH 8 nOCTORHHoH CXeMe nepeHOpMH
PDBOK. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a na6opaTOPHM TeopeTM~ecKoM ~3MKM OHRH. 

Coo&ilatHe 06-.eJJ;JUieHHOrO IUICTHTyTa ll,!lepNWJ: HCCJIQOIIUIJdl • .lly6Ha 1987 

B~rdlk t., Chfla J. 
On the Meaning of Pertwrbation Expansions In 
Quantum Field Theory 

E2-87-325 

We reformulate perturbation expansions ln renormalised quantum field 
theories In a way tflat allows straightfo~ard handling of situations when 
in the conventional approach (i.e. in fixed renormalisation scheme) these 
expansions are divergent. In our approach the results of perturbatlon cal
culations of physical quantities appear In the form of {under certain cir
cumstances) convergent expansions In powers of a free parameter X• charac
tef"islng the procedure Involved. This inherent ambi~ulty of perturbatlv'e 
calculations Is conjectured to be an expression of the underlaying ambigui
ty In the separation of the full theory Into its perturbatlve and nonper
turbatlve parts. The close connection of our results with the Borel summa
tion technique is demonstrated and their relation to conventional perturba
tion expansions In fixed renormallsatlon scheme Is clarified. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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